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Abstract: “Pass-by-pass” or “track-to-track” ambiguity resolution removes Global Navigation Satel-
lite System (GNSS) satellite hardware delays between adjacent undifferenced (UD) ambiguities,
which is often applied in precise orbit determination (POD) for Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites
to improve the accuracy of orbits. In this study, we carried out an exploratory study to use the
“pass-by-pass” ambiguity resolution by differencing the undifferenced ambiguity candidates for two
adjacent passes in sidereal days for a single Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver static Precise
Point Positioning (PPP). Using the GPS observations from 132 globally distributed reference stations
of International GPS Service (IGS), we find that 99.08% wide-lane (WL) and 97.83% narrow-lane (NL)
double-difference ambiguities formed by the “pass-by-pass” method for all stations can be fixed to
their nearest integers within absolute fractional residuals of 0.2 cycles. These proportions are higher
than the corresponding values of network solution with multiple receivers with 97.39% and 91.20%,
respectively. About 97% to 98% of ambiguities can be fixed finally on average. The comparison of
the estimated station coordinates with the IGS weekly solutions reveals that the Root Mean Square
(RMS) in East and North directions are 2-4 mm and is about 6 mm in the Up direction. For hourly
data, it is found that the mean positioning accuracy improvement can achieve to about 10% after
ambiguity resolution. From a dam deformation monitoring application, it shows that the fixing rate
of WL and NL ambiguity can be closed to 100% and higher than 90%, respectively. The time series
generated by PPP are also in agreement with the short baseline solutions.

Keywords: precise point positioning; pass-by-pass ambiguity resolution; single receiver; fractional
cycle biases; positioning precision

1. Introduction

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is nowadays widely used in Earth scientific
explorations, such as tectonic motion, glacial isostatic adjustment, monitoring strong or
slow ground motion due to earthquakes [1] and volcanoes [2], and engineering applica-
tions, such as monitoring the health conditions of dams and bridges [3,4], and ground
subsidence [5]. In most of these applications, baselines are generally formed between
GPS stations to generate a network to eliminate the common errors in observation level
using double-difference (DD) algorithm, such as ionospheric and tropospheric delays,
satellite orbit errors and clock errors. The baselines can also assist the ambiguity resolution
in un-difference (UD) modeling by mapping the UD ambiguities into a maximum set
of independent DD-ambiguities. In this case, the uncalibrated phase delay originating
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in satellite and receiver could be canceled to recovery the natural integer feature of DD
ambiguities [6–8].

Precise point positioning (PPP) employs only one receiver to realize high precise
positioning results by applying improved satellite products. Compared with the baseline
resolution in a network, the positioning model of PPP is simple, no correlations need to be
introduced in the measurement variance-matrix, and all parameters will remain available
in the UD model. However, the fractional cycle bias (FCB) caused by the uncalibrated
phase delay cannot be eliminated in UD-ambiguity estimates of PPP. Only DD ambiguities
have a natural integer feature and can be fixed [9,10]. Thus, for a single receiver PPP, the
ambiguities have to be kept as float values. It has been confirmed that the float ambiguities
will introduce amplified spurious signals into long-term positioning times series [11,12],
and the noise of time series could be larger than the fixed solutions. The geophysical signals
will be hard to extract or model in the realization of the reference frame and the dynamics
of the earth.

Fortunately, there are several studies that have developed FCB correction technol-
ogy, which can separate the biases of uncalibrated phase delay from integer ambiguities
by applying improved satellite products [13,14]. Ge et al. [8] proposed a method by de-
composing the UD ambiguities into wide-lane ambiguities and narrow-lane ones, and a
single-difference between satellites could be applied to difference the receiver-dependent
FCBs. Then, the satellite relevant FCBs of wide-lane and narrow-lane could be estimated by
applying GPS observations of a reference network. For PPP application, ambiguity fixed
solutions could be obtained with a single local receiver by correcting the wide-lane and
narrow-lane FCBs. Laurichesse et al. [14] and Collins [15] proposed the integer recovery
clock (IRC) model and the Decoupled Satellite Clock (DSC) model to identify the narrow-
lane ambiguities as integers and fixed to integers before estimating clocks. In this way, the
FCBs will be absorbed by clock products and provided to PPP users. Geng et al. [16] and
Shi and Gao [17] proved that the two methods of ambiguities-fixed position estimates are
theoretically equivalent. Teunissen and Khodabandeh [10] comprehensively compared the
different formulations of these models and determined the transformational links between
their PPP-RTK corrections [10].

Another method called “pass-by-pass” or “track-to-track” is to difference the hardware
delays between adjacent UD ambiguities for the same GNSS-LEO pair, which was generally
used in precise orbit determination (POD) of Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites [14,18,19].
The advantage of this method is that the ambiguities can be fixed for a single receiver
without applying external FCB or IRC corrections. It should be noted that the hardware
delay variations of a receiver need to be relatively stable between passes, so that the
hardware delays of the receiver can be removed. The method has been successfully
used in orbit determination of Sentinek-3A, SWARM satellites, and DLR’s GNSS orbit
determination software tools [18,20]. However, the method is now often applied and
analyzed in POD, and rare research focuses on its applicability and effectiveness in PPP,
while it is applicable in PPP theoretically.

Therefore, in this paper, we carried out an exploratory study to use the “pass-by-
pass” ambiguity resolution in single GPS receiver PPP by differencing the satellite-related
hardware delays between undifferenced ambiguity candidates for two adjacent passes in
sidereal days and the receiver-related ones between satellites. In the following sections,
the basic principles of PPP and the “pass-by-pass” ambiguity resolution for a single GPS
receiver will be presented first in Section 2. Then, Section 3 includes the assessment of the
methods in ambiguity resolution and precision improvement using GPS observations of
permanent stations from IGS and stations from a dam deformation monitoring system, and
Section 4 shows the conclusions.
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2. Methods

In this section, the observation models and parameter estimation will be firstly dis-
cussed. Then, the pass-by-pass ambiguity resolution and the data processing scheme will
be mainly presented.

2.1. Observation Models

In GPS PPP models, the Ionosphere-Free (IF) combinations are often applied to elimi-
nate the first-order ionospheric delays in the pseudorange and carrier-phase measurements.
Therefore, the UD-observation equations of IF combinations of pseudorange and carrier-
phase observations can be written as{

Pi
p(i f ) = ρi

p + c
(
dtp − dti)+ Ti

p + ei
p(i f )

Li
p(i f ) = ρi

p + c
(
dtp − dti)+ Ti

p + λ1Ñi
p(i f ) + εi

p(i f )
, (1)

where i and p indicate satellite and receiver respectively; P is the original pseudorange
observation and L is the carrier-phase measurement; λ1 is the wavelength of the first
frequency of GPS; ρi

p is the geometric distance from a satellite to the receiver; c is the speed
of light; dtp and dti are the clock errors of the receiver and satellite, respectively. T is
the slant tropospheric delay. e and ε denote the measurement noise of GPS pseudorange
and carrier-phase observations. N is the integer ambiguity, which is expressed from the
relationship

Ñi
p(i f ) = Ni

p(i f ) +

((
Bi − bi)− (Bp − bp

))
λ1

, (2)

where Bp and Bi are the receiver-dependent and satellite-dependent uncalibrated phase
delays, and bi and bp are the corresponding uncalibrated pseudorange delays.

In the parameter estimation model, we used the precise orbit and clock products
provided by IGS. The absolute phase centers, phase-wind up effects, and tidal loading
displacement proposed by the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF) conventions
2003 were applied [8,21]. The estimated parameters in this study are position of the
receiver, receiver clocks, zenith tropospheric delays (ZTD) and PPP ambiguities. Station
coordinates are estimated with an initial constraint of 0.2 m. Receiver clock is estimated
as white noise process for each epoch [8]. Zenith tropospheric delays are corrected by the
Saastamoinen model for wet and dry hydrostatic delay with Global Mapping Function
(GMF) [22], and the residual wet delays are estimated as piecewise constant function with
a 1 h parameter interval.

If the corrections of receiver position parameters are denoted as vector x, ambiguity
parameters as vector b and the time-related parameters receiver clock and ZTDs as vector
u, the linearized observation equations for the visible satellites at epoch e can be written as

ve=Aex+Beb+Ceu−le, Pe , (3)

where Ae, Be, and Ce indicate coefficient matrices of x, b and u; and Pe is the weight
matrix. Vector le denotes the OMCs (i.e., observed minus computed measures with initial
information) and ve contains mainly noise terms, including multipath and unmodeling
errors. Therefore, the normal equation of the least squares model at this epoch is AT

e PeAe AT
e PeBe AT

e PeCe
BT

e PeBe BT
e PeCe

CT
e PeCe

 x
b
u

=

 AT
e Pele

BT
e Pele

CT
e Pele

, (4)
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If the observations in all epochs are accumulated into one final normal equation
system, it could be  Nxx Nxb Nxu

Nbb Nbu
Nuu

 x
b
u

=

 wx
wb
wu

, (5)

where N and w indicate the elements accumulated from (3). The final solutions of the
model after resolving with the least-squares method are as x

b
u

 =

 Qxx Qxb Qxu
Qbb Qbu

Quu

 wx
wb
wu

, (6)

where Q denotes the variance-covariance matrix relating the elements in (5). If we use n
and t to indicate the number of observations and the unknow parameters, the variance of
unit weight or the variance factor σ2

0 is calculated by

σ2
0 =

lTPl−xTwx−bTwb−uTwu

n− t
, (7)

It should be noted that this is the model of real-valued PPP solutions and it could be
utilized as the basic model for ambiguity resolution.

2.2. Ambiguity Resolution

The ambiguity estimates we have obtained using the model mentioned above are
real-valued. As proposed by Ge et al. [6], we divided the IF ambiguities estimates into
wide-lane and narrow-lane terms as

Ñi
p(i f ) =

g
1 + g

Ñi
p(nl) +

g
g2 − 1

Ñi
p(wl), (8)

where g = f1/ f2, and Ñi
p(wl) and Ñi

p(nl) denote the real-valued WL and NL ambiguities.
The WL ambiguity can be estimated by the Hatch-Melbourne–Wübbena (HMW) [23–25]
combination over the epochs of a data arc, where an arc means a continuous tracking
without cycle-slips.

Ñ(wl) =

(
f1

f1− f2
L1 − f2

f1− f2
L2

)
−
(

f1
f1+ f2

P1 +
f2

f1+ f2
P2

)
λ(wl)

, (9)

However, the WL ambiguity is biased by the satellite and receiver hardware bias as

Ñi
p(wl) = Ni

p(wl) + δηp(wl) + δτi
(wl), (10)

where Ni
p(wl) is the integer natural undifferenced ambiguity of satellite i, and δτi

(wl) and
δηp(wl) are the hardware delays of a satellite and the receiver, respectively, which cannot
be separated from the integer valued WL ambiguities. In baseline solutions, the double-
differenced method can eliminate the biases to recovery the natural integer feature of WL
ambiguity. Alternatively, for a single receiver situation, the single-differenced method is
applied between satellites to cancel out the biases related to the receiver at first, and the
satellite hardware biases are corrected by the FCB products which need to be estimated in
advance using a regional or global network [8,21].

As is well-known the repeat period of the GPS constellation is 23 h 56 min plus 4 s,
which is close to 24 h. In many high-precision GPS positioning applications, the GPS data
is normally processed in the period of one day to remove site-related multipath effects.
Therefore, for a ground-based receiver, there is only one entire arc for a GPS satellite for one
station. However, two entire arcs can be observed for a satellite when the GPS observations
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for two sequential days are applied. If we processed the GPS data in two consecutive days,
the station coordinates, station clocks, ZTD at stations will be estimated as normal and
the carrier phase ambiguity parameters doubled taking the assumption that no cycle-slips
exist. Thus, the float undifferenced WL ambiguities of satellite i in a session will be{

Ñi
p(wl),1 = Ni

p(wl),1 + δηp(wl),1 + δτi
(wl),1

Ñi
p(wl),2 = Ni

p(wl),2 + δηp(wl),2 + δτi
(wl),2

(11)

where the subscript of 1 and 2 indicate the day number of the ambiguity. Ge et al. [8]
denoted that the WL FCBs were stable in a relatively long period and can be estimated and
predicted and this means

δτi
(wl),1 = δτi

(wl),2, (12)

Thus, the ambiguity estimates of a specific satellite can be removed between adjacent
passes in two sidereal days to eliminate the satellite related hardware biases. Then, a dif-
ference can be applied between satellites as one normally does to cancel out the receiver
related hardware biases δηp(wl). The DD WL ambiguity could be expressed as

∇∆Ñi,j
p(wl),12 = ∇∆Ni,j

p(wl),12, (13)

Therefore, the DD WL ambiguity will have the natural integer feature. Figure 1 shows
the detailed differential operations.
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In order to give the fixable probability of the DD WL ambiguity, the decision function
method is applied with the ambiguity estimate and variance [6,26]:

ξ = 1−
∞

∑
i=1

[
er f c

(
i− |n− N|√

2σ

)
− er f c

(
i + |n− N|√

2σ

)]
, (14)

with

er f c(x) =
2√
π

∞∫
x

e−t2
dt, (15)
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where n is the ambiguity estimate that want to be fixed. σ is the variance of this ambiguity,
and N is the nearest integer of n. Given a confidence level α, the ambiguity could be
fixed with the probability ξ larger than 1− α, otherwise not. Usually, α is 0.1%. However,
to prevent fixing to wrong ambiguity, if the fractional part of the ambiguity is larger than a
threshold, e.g., 0.2 cycles, it cannot be fixed no matter how small its STD is.

If the WL ambiguity is fixed as ∇∆Ni,j
(wl),12, the DD IF ambiguities ∇∆Ñi,j

(i f ),12 can
be formed as the WL ambiguity does. Thus, the DD NL ambiguity can be derived from
Equation (8) as

∇∆Ñij
(nl),12 =

g
g + 1

∇∆Ñij
(i f ),12 −

1
g− 1

∇∆Nij
(wl),12, (16)

In this case, the probability of being fixed to the nearest integer of DD NL ambiguities
will be checked using Equation (14) and fixed in the same way as DD WL ambiguities.

2.3. Least-Squares Estimation with Fixed Ambiguities

After fixing the DD WL and NL ambiguities, we can apply the following equation to
form the fixed DD IF ambiguities as

∇∆Nij
(i f ),12 =

g
g2 − 1

∇∆Nij
(wl),12 +

g
1 + g

∇∆Nij
(nl),12, (17)

and treat the fixed IF ambiguity values as pseudo-observations in matrix

vb=Db−bc, Pb , (18)

where bc are the DD IF ambiguities with integer nature value, D is the ambiguity mapping
matrix, and Pb are the weights of the pseudo-observations for about 1010 [6]. With the
constraints adding to the Normal Equation (NEQ) in Equation (5), the new NEQ can read
as  Nxx Nxb Nxu

¯
Nbb Nbu

Nuu


 x

b
u

=

 wx
¯
wb
wu

, (19)

where
¯
Nbb = BTPB+DTPbD
¯
wb = BTPl+DTPbbc

(20)

Then, the previous model could be solved with the least-squares estimation, and the
ambiguity-fixed PPP solutions can be obtained.

In summary, the FCBs can be eliminated by differencing the SD ambiguities parameters
for a same satellite pair at two adjacent days, and the GPS ambiguity-fixed solution at a
single receiver can be realized without applying FCB corrections. However, this method
now is only usable in static PPP post-processing.

2.4. Data Processing Scheme

According to the methods mentioned above, the data processing scheme could be
mainly divided into three steps which are shown in Figure 2, and the details are as follows:

1. The first step includes data preprocessing mathematical modelling, parameter esti-
mation and residual editing. In data preprocessing, the data gaps and cycle-slips are
detected based on the Turboedit algorithm [27]. Then, the code and carrier-phase
observations are modelled with the IF combinations, and the parameters are estimated
with the sequential least squares method to obtain the real-valued solution. It should
be noted that we do not eliminate the ambiguity parameter as [7] did, because the
number of parameters is not large for a single station.
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2. The second step is on the ambiguity resolution. Firstly, the un-differenced estimates of
wide-lane ambiguities are derived from HMW combinations. Then, for each satellite,
search the corresponding WL ambiguity for the second sidereal day through the start
and end epochs plus 2864, and form the SD WL ambiguity. Note that, even though the
specific GPS satellite has slightly different repeat periods [28,29], observations with
30s sampling rate would not have to consider the specific repeat period. However,
for the higher sampling rates, such as less than 10s, the exact repeat period needs to
be considered for the specific satellite. Next, the DD ambiguity is formed between
satellites and inserted to Equation (14) to check whether the ambiguity can be success-
fully resolved. If it is fixable, the un-differenced IF ambiguities are mapped as the WL
ambiguities did to obtain DD IF ambiguity, and DD NL ambiguity is derived by the
fixed WL ambiguity and the DD IF ambiguity as in Equation (16). Then, Equation (14)
will be applied to fix the DD NL ambiguity.

3. All the ambiguities are searched and fixed in step 2, however, only a group of inde-
pendent DD ambiguities are added and constrained to the NEQ. Then, the normal
equation will be resolved again based on the least squares estimation to obtain the
ambiguity-fixed solution.
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3. Results

To validate the pass-by-pass ambiguity resolution strategy, globally distributed IGS
stations are selected. Then, we will assess the performance of the method in terms of
the FCBs, the ambiguity fixing rate and the positioning accuracy. A group of GPS data
collected from a dam deformation monitoring system is also processed to see the ambiguity
resolution performance in a real-life application.

3.1. Data Collection and Processing Strategies

Data from 132 IGS stations observed during days 1 to 32 in 2018 are used in the
experimental validation. Figure 3 shows the station distribution of the selected 132 IGS
sites in global scale. We modified and applied the Positioning and Navigation Data
Analysis (PANDA) software developed at Wuhan University in China to process the GPS
data [30,31]. The detailed processing strategies are shown in Table 1, and the estimated
parameters are the station coordinates, hourly zenith troposphere delays, 48 h troposphere
gradients, receiver clock corrections for each epoch, and ambiguity in each arc.
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Table 1. PPP data processing strategies.

Items Strategies

Observations Undifferenced IF combination of code and phase observations
Parameter estimation Least squares

Reference Frame ITRF2014
Cut-off elevation 7º

Sampling rate 30s
Session length 48h
Weight method Elevation dependent weighting method

Phase Center Offset PCO/PCV corrections, igs14_2045.atx
Phase wind-up Corrected

Tropospheric delays
Mapping function: GMF [32]; Zenith delay parameters for station
with a 1 h interval; 48 h gradients for north and east horizontal

delays [33]
Receiver clocks Solved at each epoch (white noise process)

Tidal Corrections FES2004 [34]

3.2. Fractional Parts of DD WL and NL Ambiguities

As previously mentioned, if the receiver and satellite related hardware delays could
be removed, the DD WL and NL ambiguities should be recovered to the integer nature
value. Therefore, the fractional parts of the DD WL and NL ambiguities are firstly assessed
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to analyze the performance of GPS ambiguity resolution. Figure 4 shows the fractional
parts of the independent DD WL and NL ambiguities of all the stations on DOY 002-003
for the pass-by-pass ambiguity resolution in PPP (PPP). It demonstrates that 99.08% WL
and 97.83% NL ambiguities are close to an integer within 0.2 cycles. To compare with the
traditional DD network ambiguity resolution method, we applied the PANDA software
to solve the network observations to obtain the network solution as well (NET). The
corresponding distribution of the fractional parts of all the WL and NL ambiguities are
shown in Figure 5. Only 97.39% and 91.20% of WL and NL ambiguities are close to integer.
For the root mean squares (RMS) of the fractional parts, the proposed method is also lower
than the NET method.
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Then, we processed the data of BJFS and YELL in the whole year of 2018 and gave
the statistics of the fractional parts of independent WL and NL ambiguities, as shown in
Figure 6. Nearly 100% WL ambiguities are close to an integer within 0.2 cycles, and more
than 98% of NL ambiguities within 0.2 cycles. Meanwhile, the fractional parts of all the
ambiguities from Figure 4 to Figure 5 are satisfied the normal distribution.
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From the previous analysis, we know that the hardware biases could be canceled to
a large extent by differencing ambiguity candidates between satellites and two adjacent
days. Therefore, DD ambiguities can be fixed to integers for a single GPS receiver.

3.3. Ambiguity Fixing Rate

To assess the performance of the ambiguity fixing, we calculated the ambiguity fixing
rate after processing GPS data of IGS network with the PPP method. Figure 7 shows the WL
and NL ambiguity fixing rate statistics of the PPP for each station on DOY 002. Generally,
there are 50 ambiguities for a station on average, and the WL ambiguity fixing rates of
nearly all of stations are 100%, while the NL ambiguity fixing rates are mostly higher than
90%.
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Figure 8 shows the mean averages of ambiguity fixing rate of all stations and baselines
on each day with single receiver PPP and network solution. It clearly shows that the
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ambiguity fixing rate ranges between 97% to 98% for the single receiver PPP method,
which is better than the network solution, with the latter ranging between 90% to 93%.
This might be the result of the removal of the multipath effect in ambiguity estimates
by differencing the observations between adjacent days. This confirms the feasibility of
ambiguity resolution method by differencing the SD ambiguities parameters for the same
satellite pair between two adjacent days.
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3.4. Positioning Accuracy Assessment

To demonstrate the performance of positioning, the estimated station coordinates
with fixed and float ambiguities are compared with those of the IGS weekly solutions,
respectively. A seven-parameter Helmert transformation was firstly applied to eliminate
the possible systematic differences, then the averaged RMS in East, North and Up directions
on each day are shown in Figure 9 [35]. It is observed that RMS of the fixed solutions in
East and North directions vary between 2 to 4 mm, while for the Up direction the variance
is about 6 mm, which is similar to the inconsistency between the Analysis Center’s and
IGS final products. The float solutions are slightly lower than the fixed ones, with 3–5 mm
in the horizontal component and 6–8 mm in the up direction. The mean position RMS is
improved from (3.4 mm, 4.0 mm, and 6.9 mm) to (3.0 mm, 3.5 mm, and 5.7 mm) in north,
east, and up directions, with an improvement of 13.3%, 12.5% and 17.4%, respectively.
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To show the performance of ambiguity resolution in PPP with a short data length, we
selected 35 stations randomly from the 132 IGS stations to conduct 1 h/2 h hourly PPP
for a week from Doy 007 to 013 in 2018. Hence, there are 168 and 84 1 h and 2 h hourly
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solutions for a station with no data loss. Figures 10 and 11 show the RMS of 1 h/2 h
hourly positioning solutions with respect to the IGS weekly solutions. The RMSs of 1 h
solutions are mostly better than 2 cm in the North direction, and 2–6 cm in East and Up
directions, while the 2 h solutions are better than 1 h ones, with mostly 1 cm in the North,
and 2cm in East and Up directions. The blue dots shown in the figures are the accuracy
improvements of ambiguity fixed solutions compared with the float ones for each station.
Roughly speaking, the accuracy of most stations is improved after fixing ambiguities;
however, the improvements are limited for some stations, with less than 10%. In addition,
Table 2 shows the mean positioning RMSs and mean percentage of accuracy improvement
with the fixed ambiguities for the 35 stations. It shows that the mean position RMSs in the
float and fixed 1 h hourly solutions are basically 1 cm in the North, and 3 cm in East and Up
directions, while they are better than 1 cm in the North and 2 cm in East and Up directions
for the 2 h hourly solutions. However, the percentages of accuracy improvements are
roughly 10% after ambiguity resolution for 1 h/2 h hourly solutions.
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Table 2. Mean position RMS in the float and fixed 1 h/2 h hourly solutions, and the accuracy improvements after fixing the
ambiguities for the 35 stations.

Session Length Float Solutions (cm) Fixed Solutions (cm) Improvement

N E U N E U N E U
1 h 1.3 3.7 3.5 1.2 3.2 3.1 8.4% 11.4% 12.4%
2 h 0.8 2.0 2.1 0.7 1.7 1.8 10.8% 15.8% 11.8%

The accuracy improvement of daily solutions after ambiguity resolution is 10%, which
is consistent with the results of Ge et al. [8]. Geng et al. demonstrated that this is because of
the float daily PPP solutions already achieving to millimeter accuracy level [16]. However,
for hourly solutions, the pass-by-pass ambiguity resolution constraint is limited in accuracy
improvement. This might be because of the positioning accuracy is mainly dependent
on the satellite geometry transformation during the observation period. Thus, the accu-
racy improvements for the 2 h hourly solutions are slightly better than those of the 1 h
hourly solutions.

3.5. Deformation Monitoring Application

In order to assess the real-life positioning performance of the single receiver PPP
with pass-by-pass ambiguity resolution, we applied a group of GPS data from a dam
deformation monitoring system to carry out the experiment, where TN02 is the reference
station and L022 is the monitoring station on the main dam. The observation period is
from 2012 to 2018. Both of the stations are equipped with a TRIMBLE NETRS receiver and
a CHOKE RING (TRM29659.00) antenna. The sampling rate is 30s. Figure 12 shows the
ambiguity fixing rate of TN02 and L022 on each day for the whole year of 2013. As shown,
the fixing rates of WL ambiguity are close to 100% and those of NL are higher than 90% for
the two stations. The ambiguity number is around 50 for each day, which is similar to the
IGS stations.
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We processed the GPS observations of TN02 and L022 with PPP method and DD
method by forming a baseline L022-TN02. Since the baseline length is less than 600 m,
the precision of DD baseline solutions can reach up to 1 mm in horizonal component and
1–2 mm in vertical component. To generate the corresponding baseline solutions for PPP,
we simply differenced the PPP solutions of TN02 and L022 and transmitted the baseline
time series into NEU (Figure 13).
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Figure 13 shows that the time series generated by PPP are in agreement with the DD
baseline solutions, especially for the horizontal components. The annual movements and
long-term trend can clearly be observed from the baseline time series. However, the PPP
solutions show a larger noise compared with the DD solution, mainly in the high-frequency
component of the time-series which might be the result of the large noise of IF combinations
used by the PPP method.

4. Conclusions

In traditional precise point positioning applications, the phase ambiguities have to
be kept as float parameters, due to the existence of receiver and satellite related hardware
delays. To obtain the ambiguity-fixed solutions, a network of reference stations is required
to form DD ambiguities, or the hardware delays are calibrated in advance and applied to
single-receiver positioning models. In this study, we carried out an exploratory research of
pass-by-pass ambiguity resolution method by differencing the satellite-related hardware
delays between undifferenced ambiguity candidates in adjacent passes for two adjacent
sidereal days and the receiver-related hardware delays between satellites for a single GPS
receiver. Thus, ambiguity-fixed PPP solutions for a single receiver can be obtained without
forming baselines and applying FCB corrections.

The pass-by-pass ambiguity resolution strategy is tested based on the GPS observa-
tions from 132 globally distributed stations of IGS during DOY 002-031, 2018. The results
show that, 99.08% WL and 97.83% NL ambiguities for PPP method are close to an integer
within 0.2 cycles, which are higher than the network solution with multiple receivers
with 97.39% and 91.20%. On average, the ambiguity fixing rate of each day from DOY
002-031 is about 97% to 98% for the single receiver PPP, which is also higher than the
network solutions with 90% to 93%. The estimated daily and hourly station coordinates
are compared with that of the IGS weekly solutions. The RMSs in east and north directions
are 2–4 mm and is about 6 mm in up directions for the fixed daily solutions, and 1–2 cm in
north, and 2–3 cm in east and up directions for the fixed hourly solutions. The accuracy of
daily and hourly solutions can be improved by roughly 10% after ambiguity resolution.
Finally, we applied a group of data from a dam deformation monitoring system to validate
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the performance of pass-by-pass ambiguity resolution in real-life applications. It shows
that the fixing rate of WL ambiguity is close to 100% and of NL is higher than 90% for the
two stations, and the time series generated by PPP are in agreement with the DD baseline
solutions.

With the pass-by-pass ambiguity resolution method, the single receiver ambiguity-
fixed solutions can be obtained without applying the external FCB corrections. However,
the current method is only applicable for the static post precise point positioning. The
research of ambiguity resolution in kinematic solution and real-time mode with a single
receiver is still needed to be carried out in the future.
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